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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE Bloks hanged XSCS ag

EMOS1 REDIST 0057.CCF 2001-11-25 2002-05-01 CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

EMOS1 REDIST 0058.CCF 2002-05-01 2002-11-07 CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

EMOS1 REDIST 0059.CCF 2002-11-07 2004-01-01 CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

EMOS1 REDIST 0060.CCF 2004-01-01 - CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

EMOS2 REDIST 0057.CCF 2001-11-25 2002-05-01 CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

EMOS2 REDIST 0058.CCF 2002-05-01 2002-11-07 CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

EMOS2 REDIST 0059.CCF 2002-11-07 2004-01-01 CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

EMOS2 REDIST 0060.CCF 2004-01-01 - CCD REDISTRIBUTION-n NO

2 Changes

A small path has developed at the boresight of eah MOS amera where the spetral

resolution of the detetors at low-energies (< 0:8 keV) is degraded [1℄. This leads to the

need to quantify the redistribution funtion (RF) of eah amera in three di�erent spatial

regions.

� A ore region entred on a point between the two boresights where EPIC-pn and

RGS are prime.

� A wings region, onsisting of an annulus about the ore

� An outer region, onsisting of the CCD-1 area whih is outside the ore and wings

regions.

The redistribution funtion for the outer CCDs is una�eted by this hange and has been

set equal to that of the outer region of CCD-1.

Physially, it is believed that the inident X-rays, possibly in onjuntion with soft pro-

tons, have damaged the CCDs in suh a way that an inreasingly large amount of harge

is lost to the surfae layer as the mission progresses. At the boresight, where the X-ray
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Table 1: Regions in RAW oordinates on CCD-1

Camera Core Wings Outer

MOS-1 Cirle(312,293,14) Annulus(312,293,14,36) !Cirle(312,293,36)

MOS-2 Cirle(301,302,14) Annulus(301,302,14,36) !Cirle(301,302,36)

doseage has been the highest, this damage has led to a broadening of the RF whih is

partiularly notieable at low energies and for later revolutions. This release overs rev-

olution 360 and beyond when the e�et is already important. The smaller e�ets seen

prior to this revolution are in the proess of being measured and a further release of CCFs

is expeted for earlier epohs.

The spatial regions (Tab. 1) have urrently been set to be the same for all epohs whih

is something that will need to be reviewed as the mission progresses. It is expeted that

the a�eted regions will gradually expand as greater numbers of X-rays are aumulated.

SAS software and the CCF struture have been designed to ope with hanges to the

number and de�nition of these regions.

An indiation of the extent of the time dependene of the ore, wings and outer RFs is

show in Figure 1. Here, the reponse at 0.5 keV an learly be seen to hange more within

the path region.

The time span from 07/11/2002 has been divided into two periods in this release: until

the end of 2003 and from 2004 onwards.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

It has long been noted that spetral �ts below 1 keV show disrepanies between the

EPIC ameras with pn returning more ux than the MOS ameras, sometimes by up to

20% [2℄. In addition there is strong evidene that the disrepany inreases with time.

The identi�ation of a time-dependent hange in the MOS redistribution parameters for

on-axis soures at low energies improves the agreement between the ameras onsiderably.

The residual errors are now seen to be around 5{10% for most soures.

The 8 CCFs in this release have been tested extensively in the validation exerise un-

dertaken for SAS 6.5 [3℄. In general the results show an improvement in the agreement

between the pn and MOS ameras for post-revolution-360 observations. As an example,

in Figure 2 the residuals of a galati absorption plus two power-law model �t to the pn,

MOS-1 and MOS-2 spetra of a revolution 1023 observation of the Radio-Loud Quasar

3C273 are shown. There is a lear improvement in the agreement between the instruments

below � 0:5keV . The redued �
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improves from 4551/2744 to 3831/2744 with the new

redistribution funtion.
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Figure 1: A omparison of the MOS-1 response funtion for three di�erent epohs (revs 1, 360 and 744)

at 0.5 keV. Top panel: ore of the path, Centre: wings of the path, Bottom: outside the path
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Figure 2: An absorbed two-power-law �t to a revolution 1023 observation of 3C273. The upper plot

gives the residuals using RMFs generated by SAS 6.1 using the CCFS EMOS1 REDIST 0051.CCF and

EMOS2 REDIST 0051.CCF. The lower plot shows the same �t but using responses generated by rmfgen

using EMOS1 REDIST 0060.CCF and EMOS2 REDIST 0060.CCF.
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4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

This update improves the agreement between the EPIC ameras to �5{10% at low ener-

gies for most soures (see [3℄ for a summary).

5 Expeted Updates

Calibration is ontinuing for data prior to revolution 360. It is expeted that CCFs for

these epohs will be released in due ourse.

6 Test proedures and results

The new CCF �les were used to produe redistribution matries using rmfgen for on path

and o�-path regions and several di�erent epohs. These were ompared with anned

matries produed by the MOS instrument team and were seen to be nearly idential in

all ases.
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